PAGE SET UP
- The manufacturer's name appears above the key blank drawings.
- The ILCO number appears below each key. Vehicle section references the EZ numbers below the ILCO number.
- International Cylinder section references Silca and Orion key blank numbers below the ILCO number.
- Key drawings may also show important information such as number of pins, the presence of a transponder in the head, etc.

KEY DRAWINGS
Key blank drawings and milling profiles are shown actual size. *(When using Actual printed Key Blank Guide)*

Most single side keys are illustrated from the finger side. To determine the finger side, hold the key in the right hand between the thumb and index finger. Be sure the bitted area is facing up. The finger side is held by your index finger.

Where two milling profiles with different head shapes or configurations exist, both versions are shown.

CHECKING MILLING PROFILES
To check the milling profile, hold the key blank by the head and place the tip of the key over the milling profile. Looking straight down, check both sides of the milling profile to be certain of a match.

Please visit us at:
http://www.mrlock.com